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Consultancy Services
Security Audits & Inspections
Security audits for Commercial
Premises, Airports, Ports and
Shipping Vessels.
Regulated Agent Regime for
Airfreight Security
Study, Development and
Implementation of RAR in accordance
to ICAO Annex 17.
Hold Baggage Screening System
Study, Development and
Recommendations for HBS systems in
Airports and Ports.
Writing of security Programs

Corporate Security
Training
Bomb Threat Management
Understanding & Managing Security
Threats
Security Management
Security Awareness for Employees
First Line Crisis Mitigation
Crime Prevention Techniques
Campus , Hospital and Hotel Security
Risk & Vulnerability Assessment
Basic Investigations Course

Swedish Woman Suspected of Being an Islamist Extremist Arrested
at Airport
A Swedish woman has been arrested on suspicion of terror offences after
landing at Gatwick Airport. The 40-year-old suspect arrived in the UK on a
flight from Italy on Thursday afternoon. The Independent understands she
is suspected of being an Islamist extremist. A spokesperson for Counter
Terrorism Policing South East said she was stopped by police officers
under schedule 7 of the Terrorism Act 2000.“She was subsequently
arrested under Section 41 of Terrorism Act 2000 on suspicion of
commission, preparation or instigation of acts of terrorism,” a statement
added.

Two-Day CBRN Exercise at Heathrow Tests Multi-Agency Readiness
The Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) in London, U.K., along with emergency
service partners and Heathrow Airport, carried out a two-day exercise that
included the live play of a Chemical, Biological, Radioactive, Nuclear (CBRN)
incident at the Heathrow Express rail hub. The hub connects Heathrow Airport
to the capital and beyond. Following the success of a similar exercise named
„Raptor‟ in 2018, Heathrow hosted Exercise Gator, creating a fully immersive
planned exercise experience across areas of the airport after operating hours.
Volunteers and colleagues who work at the airport took part in the command
and control element of the exercise.

Aviation Security Questioned as Stowaway Falls from Landing Gear
into Garden
There have been calls for fresh scrutiny of aviation security as efforts continue
to identify a man whose frozen body fell into a garden in London from the
landing gear of a Kenya Airways plane. Investigations have centred on Nairobi
airport, where the man is believed to have concealed himself in the aircraft, but
one aviation expert suggested airlines and plane manufacturers could take
steps including fitting heat sensors to detect stowaways. A bag, water and
some food were discovered in the landing gear compartment after the flight
arrived at London Heathrow on June 30. The man‟s body was found in a
garden in Clapham, south London, shortly before 3.40pm that day.

More Than 17 Tons of Cocaine Seized from Liberian-Flagged
Container Ship
Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) Philadelphia and U.S. Customs and
Border Protection (CBP) today hosted a joint press conference at the U.S.
Custom House in Philadelphia to announce the multi-agency seizure of over
17 tons of cocaine with an estimated street value of about $1.1
billion. Several days earlier, CBP, HSI, and U.S. Coast Guard authorities
detected anomalies while examining seven shipping containers aboard the
MSC Gayane, a 1,030-foot Liberian-flagged container ship.
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U.S. Airstrike Kills al-Qaeda Fighters ‘Plotting External Attacks’
Against American Citizens
U.S. Forces conducted a strike against al-Qaida in Syria (AQ-S) leadership at
a training facility near Aleppo Province, Syria, June 30, 2019. This operation
targeted AQ-S operatives responsible for plotting external attacks threatening
U.S. citizens, partners, and innocent civilians.Northwest Syria remains a safe
haven where AQ-S leaders actively coordinate terrorist activities, to include
planning attacks throughout the region and in the West. With allies and
partners, U.S. Forces will continue to target Daesh and al-Qaida to prevent
both groups from using Syria as a safe haven.

The Mysterious Death of Islamic State Wilayah Hind’s Militant in
Kashmir
On June 26, a militant named Adil Ahmed Das, affiliated with Islamic State‟s
Hind Province (ISHP) was found dead, while another militant Arif Bhat was
found in injured condition in an orchard area in Bijbehara town of South
Kashmir‟s district Anantnag.As soon as the news of the shootout was reported
by local Kashmiri and mainstream Indian media, there were many speculations
from all sides. Some pro-IS Telegram channels blamed Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT)
while others blamed Hizbul Mujahideen or Indian security forces.

Bag Identified as Containing Sarin Nerve Agent Sent to Facebook
A bag possibly containing sarin, a chemical nerve agent, was found during a
routine check of mail at Facebook‟s headquarters in Menlo Park,
California.Although the bag tested positive for sarin, no one who works at the
warehouse where the mail was tested is showing any signs of sarin
poisoning.The package was examined after it was identified as suspicious.
Three buildings were subsequently evacuated and the FBI and National
Guard were called in to help with the investigation.Sarin exposure is deadly
even in the most miniscule amounts if not treated early with antibiotics, fresh
air and soap (on any affected skin).

New ISIS Cybersecurity Bulletin Shows Interest in Microsoft
BlueKeep Bug
The latest cyber security bulletin from ISIS supporters to followers of the terror
group highlights the vulnerability of some million devices to the “BlueKeep”
Microsoft flaw dubbed “potentially wormable” by the National Security Agency.
The Electronic Horizon Foundation launched in January 2016 as an IT help
desk of sorts to walk ISIS supporters through how to encrypt their
communications and otherwise avoid detection online while coordinating with
and recruiting jihadists.“It is time to face the electronic surveillance, educate the
mujahideen about the dangers of the Internet, and support them with the tools, directives and security
explanations to protect their electronic security, so that they don‟t commit security mistakes that can lead to
their bombardment and killing,” the group said in its founding announcement. The EHF just issued bulletin
No. 44 with six top stories: the BlueKeep bug, Huawei looking for an Android OS as it weathers bans,
Telegram being hit with a DDoS attack from China during massive Hong Kong protests.

Aviation &
Maritime Training
Aviation Security for Senior
Management, Supervisors

AVSEC for front-line Security
Officers

Tactical Profiling Course

Bomb Threat Handling

Document Verification Course
(Travel documents)

Check-point Screeners Course
(x-ray)
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Airfreight

Understanding Explosives

International Ship & Port Facility
Security Code
Maritime Security Audits &
Inspections
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